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9 Space exploration improves our knowledge
and gives us beneficial technologies, but
its hazards and costs are significant.
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Astronauts working at the International Space Station
must learn to cope with the effects of microgravity in
their home in space. In this image, a bag of fresh
fruit floats between the astronauts.

Skills You Will Use
In this chapter, you will: 

• use appropriate terminology related to the study of the
universe, including orbital radius and satellite

• gather and record data, using an inquiry or research
process

• compare and contrast properties of celestial objects visible
in the night sky, drawing on information gathered through
research and using an appropriate format

Concepts You Will Learn
In this chapter, you will:

• describe how humans throughout history have interpreted
their observations of the universe and used that knowledge
to aid them in everyday life

• assess the contributions of Canada to space research,
technology, and exploration

• assess some of the benefits, costs, hazards, and issues of
space exploration

Why It Is Important
Exploring the universe gives us a greater understanding of its
nature while also advancing the development of technologies
for use on Earth. At the same time, the hazards and cost of
space programs are significant and must be considered
relative to the benefits.

Signalling Organizational Patterns

Good writers give signals to the reader about the way text
is organized. They use dates and sequencing words
(such as first, next, then) to indicate time order for a
chronological or sequential account. Often, in scientific
writing, writers will also use a problem-solution pattern,
describing a problem and suggesting possible solutions.
Skim section 9.1, and decide which type of
organizational pattern is used.

Key Terms

• artificial satellite • equinox • geostationary 
• microgravity • orbital radius • retrograde motion 
• solstice (summer and winter) • spinoff

Before Writing
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Into the Frontier of Space
In 1972, the space probe Pioneer 10 was launched by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the agency in the
United States responsible for the country’s space program. The
mission of this unpiloted spacecraft was to fly past Jupiter and
then continue on to the outer solar system. Pioneer 10 transmitted
images of Jupiter back to Earth that revealed details humans had
never been able to see before. The probe continues to travel away,
but no signals have been received from it since January 2003. By
August 2009, Earth-based telescopes tracking Pioneer 10 saw that
it was already more than 1000 times farther from the Sun than
Earth is. If nothing interferes with its progress, it could pass the
star Aldebaran in about 2 million years. 

In 1973, Pioneer 11 was sent off on a similar mission as its
sister space probe, but with the added task of capturing images of
Jupiter as well as Saturn (Figure 9.1). No communication has
been received from the probe since 1995. 

Two similar space probes, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2, were
launched in 1977 to continue the study of Jupiter, Saturn, and the
outer solar system. Voyager 1 is the most distant human-made
object in space (Figure 9.2).
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Here is a summary of what you
will learn in this section:

• Throughout history, humans
have explained the universe
based on what they are able to
observe.

• Early cultures and civilizations
studied celestial patterns with
their unaided eye and used
their observations to develop
calendars, plan hunting and
farming activities, navigate
across oceans and land, and
inspire spiritual beliefs.

• As telescopes and other
technologies have advanced,
humans have been able to see
farther out into space and to
capture images in the visible
and invisible parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum.
Such observations change our
understanding of the universe.

How Ideas of the Universe Have Changed 
over Time

Figure 9.1 An artist’s concept of Pioneer 11 in flight against the backdrop of Saturn’s rings.
Pioneer 11 is expected to be approaching a star in the constellation Aquila in about 4 million
years.

9.1
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Both Pioneer craft have
now left the solar system
and are travelling like two
“ghost ships” into space.
The two Voyager craft
continue to transmit data to
Earth, but their future will
be like that of the Pioneer
probes. Still, the purpose of
all four craft has not entirely
ended. Aboard each Pioneer
probe is an engraved plaque
showing a man and woman,
the solar system, and other
basic information to indicate where Earth is located 
(Figure 9.3). Aboard each Voyager probe is a “golden
record,” with recorded sounds and pictures of Earth. 
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C21 Quick Lab

Greetings from the People of Earth
Each of the Pioneer space probes that have left the
solar system carries the plaque shown in Figure 9.3.
It is hoped that other planetary life forms that think
enough like humans might find one of the probes and
be able to use the plaque information, even millions
of years from now, to locate Earth.

Purpose
To think about the implications of sending information
about humans into space 

Procedure

1. Working in a small group, read through the
questions below. Discuss each question within
your group, and record your answers in point
form. If there are differences of opinion within
your group, be sure to note them down.

2. When you have discussed all the questions, your
teacher will invite all groups to share their
answers with the class.

Questions

3. What does our sending information like this out
into space suggest about our own ideas of the
universe?

4. What does the plaque information assume about
the nature of any aliens who might acquire it?

5. If you were to design your own plaque, what
would you put on it? Why? 

6. If the plaque can last a million years, will it outlive
the human race? Explain your answer.

7. Would aliens capable of finding the plaque
already know about Earth because of our radio
transmissions?

8. Is the most likely finder of the plaque going to be
future human space travellers who have forgotten
their early roots? Explain your answer.

Figure 9.3 Peaceful greetings on the plaque
aboard Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11

Voyager 2
Pioneer 11

Pioneer 10

Voyager 1

Saturn

Neptune
Uranus

Figure 9.2 The current location and direction of travel of the Pioneer 10 and 11 space
probes, as well as Voyager 1 and 2

STSE
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Building on Past Knowledge
The idea that humans could send spacecraft such as Pioneer 11
and 12 so far away to gather information about the universe
would have been unimaginable a century ago. Still, today’s
accomplishments in astronomy are built on the observations and
scientific problem-solving of the past. 

People on Earth have watched and wondered at celestial
events for thousands of years. Our ancestors followed
astronomical phenomena and used the patterns to mark the
passage of time, foretell the changing seasons, and indicate
direction during travels (Figure 9.4). 

Most early civilizations also have stories 
that are tied to the sky. An Iroquoian
(Ongwehonweh) story, for example, tells of
Earth having been started on a turtle’s back so
that the Sky Woman could come down from
Skyland to plant the seeds of trees, grass, and
other life forms. A similar story about origins is
that of the Haida on Canada’s West Coast
(Figure 9.5). Such stories reflect our human
need to try to make sense of our existence. 

As knowledge of the world around us gets
passed on from generation to generation,
cultural learning advances. In this way, for
example, the Aztecs and Mayans developed
accurate calendars over generations of
observation and recording. European
understanding of the universe during the
Renaissance in the 15th century relied heavily
on astronomical knowledge gathered by Islamic
astronomers for more than 800 years.

Solstices
Two important annual events for our ancestors were the summer
solstice and winter solstice. In the northern hemisphere, the
summer solstice, occurring near June 21, marks the longest
period of daylight in the year and represents the start of summer.
The winter solstice, occurring near December 21, marks the
shortest day of the year and represents the start of winter. In the
southern hemisphere, the solstices are reversed: the summer
solstice is near December 21, and the winter solstice is near 
June 21.
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Figure 9.5 This carving by Haida artist Bill Reid depicts Raven
coaxing the First People to emerge into the universe.

WORDS  MATTER

The word “solstice” comes from the
Latin sol, meaning sun, and stice,
meaning stop. 

Figure 9.4 The Aztec Sun calendar was
used by people of Mexico hundreds of
years ago. This wheel shows both a
365-day calendar cycle and a 260-day
ritual cycle. The two cycles together
formed a 52-year “century.”

Suggested STSE Activity •
C22 Quick Lab on page 349
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Predicting the approaches of summer and
winter was important to early peoples, and
many ancient civilizations built huge
monuments to honour beliefs they had related
to seasonal changes. While they may have had
only the power of the unaided eye to view
astronomical phenomena, their observations
of the position and path of the Sun
throughout the year were highly accurate.
More than 4500 years ago, for example, an
early people erected the megaliths of
Stonehenge, arranging them to mark the
summer and winter solstices (Figure 9.6).
Ancient African cultures also set large rock
pillars into patterns that could be used to
predict the timing of the solstices.

Equinoxes
Another regular phenomenon honoured by early cultures was the
twice-yearly equinox. An equinox is a day when the hours of
daylight and the hours of night are of equal length. The vernal, or
spring, equinox occurs about March 21. The autumnal, or
autumn, equinox occurs about September 22. The Mayans of
Central America built an enormous cylinder-shaped tower
at Chichén Itzá in about 1000 C.E. to celebrate the two
annual equinoxes. 

The ancient Egyptians built many pyramids and other
monuments to align with the seasonal position of certain
stars. For example, the entrance passage of Khufu, the
Great Pyramid at Giza, once lined up with Thuban, a star
in the constellation Draco. At the time the pyramid was
built, starting about 2700 B.C.E., Thuban was the closest
star showing true north. 

First Nations in the western regions of what is now
Canada also used large rocks to build “medicine wheels.”
In these circles, key rocks were aligned with the bright
stars that rose at dawn, such as Aldebaran, Rigel, and
Sirius. As well, many First Nations built rock installations
to predict when it was the right time in the year to plant or
harvest crops or prepare for hunting and fishing (Figure
9.7). These structures were remarkably accurate, as many
still show today.
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Figure 9.6 Stonehenge in England is estimated to be about 4500
years old. Much of the structure still stands.

Figure 9.7 The Moose Mountain medicine wheel
in Saskatchewan is an example of many created by
the Plains Indians to predict the start of seasonal
rites and migrations. This one is dated to 300 C.E.

WORDS  MATTER

The word “equinox” comes from the
Latin equi, meaning equal, and nox,
meaning night.
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Models of Planetary Motion
From our perspective on Earth, everything in the
sky appears to be in motion. The Sun rises and
sets. The Moon, in its ever-changing phases,
travels across the sky. Planets shift against a
background of stars. Even constellations appear
to change position in the sky during the year. 

Just as today we use what technology and
science we have to find answers to our questions
about the world around us, so our ancestors used
the knowledge and technology they had to make
sense of the constant change they observed in the
sky. Not surprisingly, then, it looked to early
observers as though all celestial objects in the
solar system revolved around Earth. Gradually,
as more evidence was gathered and viewing
technologies improved, that idea changed.

Geocentric Model 
More than 2000 years ago, the widely held belief was that
Earth sat at the centre of the universe. Building on the
teachings and views of others, including the great Greek
philosopher Plato, Aristotle was one of the first people to
describe in detail a geocentric (Earth-centred) model to
explain planetary motion. In the model, Aristotle showed
Earth, with the Sun, Moon, and five known planets
revolving around it (Figure 9.8). To explain why the distant
stars did not move, Aristotle suggested they were attached
to the outside sphere.

The concept of the geocentric model continued to be
developed by early scientists, including the Greek
astronomer Ptolemy in the second century. Ptolemy’s model
enabled the forecasting of many astronomical phenomena,
such as the changing phases of the Moon. Still, some
observations of planetary motion were puzzling. For
example, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn appeared to loop
backward for a few months in their route across the sky
(Figure 9.9). This apparent reversal of the planets’ path
relative to the starry backdrop is called retrograde motion. 

Various astronomers proposed changes to the geocentric
model to better account for planetary behaviour, but most
of these adaptations were extremely complicated.
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Figure 9.8 In the geocentric model, Earth was at the centre
and stars were thought to be fixed to the inside of the
“celestial sphere,” like stars glued on the unmoving ceiling of
a dome. Over time, with improved observations, this model
was shown to be wrong.

Figure 9.9 This composite image of Mars was
taken in 2003 over the course of two months. It
clearly shows the phases of the planet in
retrograde motion.
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Heliocentric Model
The geocentric model of the solar system lasted for
almost 2000 years. Gradually, however, new
observations, helped by improvements in telescopes
and other technologies, led to the rethinking of
another model. The heliocentric (or Sun-centred)
model had been proposed by the Ionian Greeks as far
back as 500 B.C.E., but not until 1530 did it receive
new attention. That was when Polish astronomer
Nicholas Copernicus revived the idea that the Sun
was at the centre of the universe and Earth and the
planets orbited around it (Figure 9.10).

Awareness of two key aspects about planetary
orbits helped add support to the heliocentric model.
One was the relationship between a planet’s orbital
radius and the planet’s speed of orbit. The other
was the fact that planetary orbits are elliptical and
not circular.

Orbital Radius
In the heliocentric model, each planet orbits the Sun at a
different distance. A planet’s distance from the Sun is called the
planet’s orbital radius. The shorter the orbital radius, the faster
the planet moves in its orbit. Therefore, Earth, which is closer to
the Sun than Mars is, orbits the Sun more quickly than Mars
does. This occurs not just because the orbit of Earth is shorter
than the orbit of Mars. Earth is also moving faster than Mars. In
turn, Mars is moving faster than Jupiter, the next planet out
from the Sun. This pattern is true for all the major planets, the
minor planets, and even asteroids in the solar system. The
reason is that the farther an object is from the Sun, the weaker is
the effect of the Sun’s gravity on that object.

The differences in orbital speeds explain why Mars, Jupiter,
and Saturn display retrograde motion relative to Earth. In effect,
Earth is speeding around its course faster than the other three
planets are. It is as though you were in a track race and passing
three other runners not only because you are moving faster, but
also because you have the inside turn position, which gives you
added advantage. When you pass the others this way, they appear
to be moving backward relative to you. 
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Sun
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Mercury
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JupiterEarth

Figure 9.10 The heliocentric model of the solar system put the
Sun at the centre of the universe. At the time, it was
considered to be an outrageous idea.

Suggested Activity •
C24 Quick Lab on page 350
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Figure 9.11 illustrates this for Mars.
In the figure, both Earth and Mars are
shown at five different times over a few
months. The line drawn from Earth
through Mars and out to the background
of stars shows how we see Mars in
relation to the backdrop. 

Between positions 2 and 3, Mars
appears to go backward in the night sky.
Position 3 in the figure also shows how,
as they pass each other, Earth and Mars
reach their closest proximity to one
another.

A little less than 100 years later, a
new generation of scientists provided
solid evidence for Copernicus’s theory.
They did this with the help of a major

technological invention, the telescope. Notable among these
scientists was the renowned Galileo Galilei of Italy. In the 1600s,
using a telescope not much stronger than the standard binoculars
you might use today, he was the first person to view mountains
on the Moon, a “bump” on either side of Saturn (later found to be
the outer edges of the planet’s rings), spots on the Sun, and
moons orbiting Jupiter. 

Elliptical Orbits
Even though Galileo’s discoveries added credibility to the
Copernican ideas, the model could still not predict planetary
motion very accurately. A German mathematician, Johannes
Kepler, came up with the next piece of the puzzle. Using detailed

observations of the movement of the planets
(observations carefully recorded by the
Danish astronomer, Tycho Brahe), Kepler
discovered what was missing from the
Copernican ideas. The orbits of the planets,
he realized, were ellipses and not circles
(Figure 9.12). An ellipse is somewhat like a
slightly flattened circle. 

Today, all astronomical observations
continue to support the heliocentric model
of our solar system. It is also the guide we
use when studying other star-and-planet
systems.
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Figure 9.11 The effect of retrograde motion between Earth and Mars.
Earth orbits faster and closer to the Sun than Mars does. About every
two years, Earth catches Mars and passes it. This makes Mars appear to
lag for a while, tracing a backward path against the starry background.

Sun’s position

Planet’s path

Figure 9.12 The planets orbit the Sun in elliptical, not circular, orbits.
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The Evolution of Astronomers’ Tools 
Step by step, our understanding of space and Earth’s place in it has
progressed, thanks in large part to the improvement of the tools
available to observe, record, measure, and analyze what we see.

Humans are very inventive and have worked hard over the
centuries to develop tools to help them better understand the
astronomical phenomena and their mysteries. Sundials, for
example, have been used for more than 7000 years to measure the
passage of time (Figure 9.13). Ancient Egyptians invented a
device called a merkhet to chart astronomical positions and
predict the movement of stars. About the second century C.E.,
Egyptian astronomers also designed a tool called a quadrant to
measure a star’s height above the horizon (Figure 9.14). Arabian
astronomers used the astrolabe for centuries to make accurate
charts of star positions. In the 14th century, astronomer Levi ben
Gerson invented the cross-staff to measure the angle between the
Moon and any given star. 

With each of these innovations, astronomers made new
discoveries and gained more knowledge about what they were
seeing.
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Figure 9.13 The upright part of a
sundial casts a shadow onto the
face of the dial. The position and
movement of the shadow provide 
an accurate way to track time, at
least during sunny days.

astrolabequadrant cross-staff

Figure 9.14 The inventiveness of
astronomers led them to develop
many tools to help them observe,
record, and measure celestial
activity.

Learning Checkpoint

1. In the northern hemisphere, what is the: 

(a) summer solstice and when does it occur

(b) winter solstice and when does it occur

2. What is the main difference between the geocentric model and the
heliocentric model?

3. Define retrograde motion, and make a sketch to support the definition.

4. The orbits of the planets are not exactly circular. What shape are they?
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Optical Telescopes
The invention of the telescope in the late 16th century was a
technological breakthrough that revolutionized astronomy.
Suddenly, astronomers such as Galileo had a means of collecting
light and magnifying the images it revealed. This way they could
see more in the night sky than had ever been possible before.
Telescopes detected exciting details about Earth’s closest
planetary neighbours and revealed the existence of other celestial
objects in the solar system. With the assistance of the telescope,
astronomers learned that the size of what lay beyond Earth was
much greater than ever they had imagined.

The first telescope ever designed was a simple refracting
telescope. Refracting telescopes use two lenses to gather and focus
starlight, as shown in Figure 9.15. However, there is a limit to
how large a refracting telescope can be. Any diameter over 1 m
causes the glass in the lens to warp under its own weight. Trying
to see through a lens when that happens is like trying to view
details of the Moon by looking through the bottom of a pop bottle.

Reflecting telescopes use mirrors instead of lenses to gather
and focus the light from stars. At one end of a reflecting telescope
is a large concave mirror (Figure 9.16). The mirror is made from
glass-like material that is coated with a thin layer of metal. The
metal, such as aluminum, is polished to a shiny finish so that it
can reflect even the faintest light it receives. Reflecting telescopes
are often located high on mountaintops to get the clearest view of
the night sky possible. 
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primary light-gathering mirror

focus

eyepiece lens

secondary mirror

Figure 9.16 A reflecting telescope

primary 
light-gathering 
lens

eyepiece lens

Figure 9.15 A refracting telescope
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Ground-based Optical Telescopes 
An example of a ground-based (sometimes called
Earth-based) telescope is the Canada-France-Hawaii
Telescope, located on Mauna Kea in Hawaii 
(Figure 9.17). In 2007, it detected the most distant
black hole yet discovered in the universe. This black
hole is located nearly 13 billion ly away. It was
detected because the telescope was able to view
glowing gas falling into the hole. 

Space-based Optical Telescopes 
Although remote mountaintops make excellent sites
for building and operating telescopes away from light
pollution and air pollution, astronomers are still at
the mercy of the weather. Clouds, humidity
(moisture in the air), and even high winds can
interfere with stargazing. For this reason, telescopes
positioned high above Earth’s atmosphere have a
tremendous advantage over ground-based telescopes.

Canada’s space telescope MOST, launched in
2003, is the size of a suitcase and has a mirror only
15 cm across (Figure 9.18). MOST stands for
Microvariability and Oscillations of Stars. Despite
its tiny size, it has amazing capabilities. It can
detect hidden features on the inside of stars by
recording vibrations that occur on their surface. Its
two-year mission was so successful that it has been
used to analyze planets that are not visible to even
the best ground-based telescopes.

The Hubble Space Telescope, shown in Figure
7.28, is a reflecting telescope that orbits about
600 km above Earth. It uses a series of mirrors to
focus light from extremely distant objects.
Launched in 1990, the Hubble is a cylinder just
over 13 m in length and 4.3 m in diameter at its
widest point. Gradually, it will be phased out 
of service. By 2013, its replacement, the James
Webb Space Telescope, will go into operation
(Figure 9.19). Located 1.5 million km from 
Earth, the James Webb will get even clearer 
images of more remote objects than the Hubble.
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Figure 9.17 The Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope,
located on Mauna Kea, Hawaii

Figure 9.18 Canada’s MOST space telescope can image
planets in other solar systems.

Figure 9.19 Model of the James Webb Space Telescope,
which dwarfs a crowd of visitors gathered to see it
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During Writing Radio Telescopes
Optical telescopes collect only visible light. Studying radio waves 
emitted by objects in space gives astronomers data that are not
available from the visible spectrum. The objects that emit radio
waves include stars, galaxies, nebulae, the Sun, and even some
planets, both in our own solar system and in other star-and-
planet systems. 

With the development of radio telescopes, telescopes that
detect and record radio waves, astronomers were given a way to
collect these signals and focus them. Sophisticated electronics and
computers then allow the collected information to be mapped.
The radio telescope at the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico is
the largest in the world (Figure 9.20).

Radio telescopes have several advantages over optical
telescopes. Radio waves are less affected by weather and can be
detected during the day and at night. They are also not distorted
by clouds, pollution, or the atmosphere as light waves are. It was
radio telescopes that also helped establish the Big Bang theory.
They detected cosmic background radiation, the microwave
radiation believed to be left over from that first massive and
instantaneous expansion of the universe. 

Radio telescopes have also detected enormously powerful
energy sources at the edge of the visible universe. These objects,
called quasars, put out as much energy as an entire galaxy but
may be no larger than a solar system. The nature of quasars is not
yet understood, but astronomers continue to learn more about
them by using radio telescopes.
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Figure 9.20 The world’s largest
radio telescope, at the Arecibo
Observatory in Puerto Rico. Its dish
measures 305 m in diameter.

Signal Words for a Problem-
Solution or Cause-and-Effect
Organization

The presence of words such as
when, if, however, although,
only, and but may signal a
problem-solution or cause-and-
effect text pattern. Scan the
pages on telescopes for signal
words that might indicate
whether they are written in one
of these two patterns. Use these
signal words to organize your
findings for Quick Lab C22. 

The Sudbury Neutrino
Observatory observes the Sun
from a distance of 2300 m —
from underground. Neutrinos are
particles produced during the
nuclear reactions in the Sun. They
pass through solid rock easily but
are difficult to detect. Placing the
detector underground prevents
radiation from other sources
getting through. Find out about
the neutrino detector, what it is
filled with, and how many photo
(light) detectors it uses. Begin
your research at ScienceSource.

Take It Further
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C22 Quick Lab

Every culture and civilization in the past observed the
sky closely, drawing knowledge and inspiration from
the astronomical phenomena and celestial patterns
there. Marking time from celestial motions was
especially important. Using what they saw, early
people developed various means of predicting
seasonal changes and of planning annual activities,
from planting and fishing to celebrating the solstices.

Purpose
To research ways that early people learned to track
time from celestial observation

Procedure

1. You will work in a small group. Your teacher will
assign each group an ancient culture or civilization
whose methods of telling time and keeping track of
time you are to research. Examples will include
cultures and civilizations from around the world.

2. ScienceSource You will do your research by
using the Internet and library materials.

3. After your group has completed its research,
summarize and organize your key findings and
present them on a poster. Use diagrams,
photographs, maps, and any other appropriate
images to illustrate your findings. With your
teacher’s permission, hang your poster up.

Questions

4. Read the posters presented by other groups.
How was time-keeping similar across cultures
and civilizations? How was it different?

5. Imagine all watches and calendars disappeared
from our lives. What observations and cues from
the world around you could you start to track to
help mark the passage of: a day? a week? a
month? a year? a decade?

Human Time and the Sky

C23 Just-in-Time Math

Displaying several kinds of information on the same
graph enables you to compare related data in a
useful way. For example, climate graphs plot
temperature using a line and precipitation using bars
together on the same graph. See Skills Reference 9
for guidance on graphing. 

Example: Create a graph to show the climate data
for Pickering, Ontario. Plot the temperature data as a
line graph and the precipitation data as a bar graph.

Step 1: Use the vertical scale (y-axis) on the left side
of the graph for the temperature data. Use the
vertical scale (the second y-axis) on the right side of
the graph for the precipitation data. Set the scale for
each data set separately, keeping in mind that both
must fit on the same graph. For temperature, a scale
of –10°C to 25°C might be chosen. For precipitation,
the scale might be 0 mm to 400 mm. 

Step 2: Mark the four seasons, spaced evenly apart,
along the horizontal edge (x-axis) of the bottom of the
graph. 

Step 3: Plot the temperature data first, connecting the
dots with a smooth line. Then, plot the precipitation
data, creating narrow bars for each season.

Step 4: Title the graph, and label the three axes
clearly.

Showing Different Types of Data on the Same Graph

STSE

Season
Average Daily
Temperature (°C)

Average Total
Precipitation (mm)

Spring 7 250

Summer 20 300

Autumn 10 270

Winter –3 200

Table 9.1 Climate Data for Pickering, Ontario
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C24 Quick Lab

No other planet in the solar system revolves around
the Sun in the same length of time as Earth. Earth’s
“orbital period” (the time to complete one revolution
of the Sun) is a year. The shorter the orbital radius a
planet has, the faster the planet moves in its solar
orbit and the faster it completes a revolution of the
Sun. Therefore, measured in “Earth years,” a year on
Venus is less than a year on Mars, and a year on
Mars is less than a year on Jupiter.

Purpose
To make a combined bar graph and scatterplot to
illustrate the relationship between a planet’s orbital
radius and the planet’s orbital period

Procedure

1. Refer to Skills Reference 9 for additional
guidance in creating your graph.

2. Review the data in Table 9.2, and determine
what scales for your graph will be appropriate.
Remember that the scale for each y-axis must
allow the largest values for those two data sets to
fit on the same sheet of graph paper. 

3. Draw the x-axis, and mark off the categories (the
eight planets) at equal widths. Label this axis
“Planets”. Draw the two y-axes. Label the left
one “Orbital Radius” and the right one “Orbital
Period.”

4. Plot the figures from Table 9.2 onto the graph.
Create a bar graph to show the orbital radius
values. Create a scatterplot to show the orbital
period values.

Questions

5. How many revolutions of the Sun can Earth
complete in the time it takes Jupiter to revolve
once?

6. How does a planet’s orbital radius compare with
its orbital period?

7. (a) Using a calculator, take the orbital radius for
Saturn and find the cube of this value (that
is, t × t × t). Then, take the orbital period for
Saturn and find the square of this value (that
is, t × t). Compare the two numbers
produced in the calculation. 

(b) Repeat the steps in (a) using values for
Neptune. Note the result. 

(c) Use the results from steps (a) and (b) to form
a hypothesis that shows the relationship
between a planet’s orbital radius and its
orbital period. Then, test your hypothesis
using data for one or two other planets. 

8. Describe how seeing data plotted on a graph
rather than just presented in a table can make
relationships easier to analyze.

Plotting a Planet’s Orbital Radius and Its “Year”

Materials & Equipment
• sheet of graph paper

• pencil

Planet
Orbital Radius
(AU)

Orbital Period
(Earth year)

Mercury 0.39 0.24

Venus 0.72 0.62

Earth 1.00 1.00

Mars 1.50 1.88

Jupiter 5.30 11.9

Saturn 9.50 29.5

Uranus 19.0 84.0

Neptune 30.0 164.8

Table 9.2 Orbital Radius and Orbital Period, by
Planet

Key Activity
DI
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Key Concept Review
1. List three reasons that early cultures had

for observing and keeping track of celestial
phenomenona.

2. Name the day in the year with the: 

(a) greatest amount of daylight

(b) shortest amount of daylight

3. What is equal about the two equinoxes that
occur each year?

4. Describe the geocentric model of the
universe in terms of the position and
movement of the Sun, Earth, and the stars.

5. The diagram below shows a time-lapse
image of a planet’s changing position in the
night sky as viewed from Earth. What term
describes this type of movement?

6. Name three tools developed and used by
early astronomers before the invention of
the telescope.

7. Explain the main difference between a
refracting telescope and a reflecting telescope. 

8. Describe one discovery made by:

(a) the ground-based Canada-France-
Hawaii Telescope

(b) Canada’s space-based MOST telescope

Connect Your Understanding
9. Early cultures and civilizations kept track

of seasons by observing the changing
position of celestial objects during both the
day and night. List at least four ways in
which early people would have applied this
knowledge of season shifts in planning
their daily lives. 

10. Use a diagram to show why Mars appears
brightest to us on Earth at a certain time of
the year.

11. Why can radio astronomers make
observations at any time during the day, but
optical astronomers are limited mostly to
making their observations at night? 

Reflection
12. This section included three activities, all of

which differed from each other in purpose
and skills focus. Comment on the
difficulties and successes you experienced
in carrying out each of the activities you
completed. 

For more questions, go to ScienceSource.

351Space exploration improves our knowledge and gives us beneficial technologies, but its hazards and costs are significant.

Question 5

9.1 CHECK and REFLECT
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Earthrise
Until 1968, we on Earth did not really have a good sense of what
our home planet looked like from the viewpoint of far away. The
image shown in Figure 9.21, however, changed humanity’s view
of Earth. This picture was taken from the Apollo 8 spacecraft that
orbited the Moon in 1968, carrying three astronauts. For the first
time, humans saw their small blue-and-green planet against the
darkness and depth of space. 

“Earthrise,” as the image came to be known, appeared around
the world on newspaper front pages, magazine covers, and
postage stamps. It was this picture that helped people realize that
our planet does not have infinite resources and that even the seas
and the atmosphere are finite. The main purpose of the Apollo 8
program was to advance our exploration of the Moon. Yet the true
legacy of the mission was that it helped a whole generation of
people gain a greater appreciation of their home, the planet Earth.

352 UNIT C The Study of the Universe

Here is a summary of what you
will learn in this section:

• Space research and exploration
expand our knowledge of the
universe while also producing
many technological spinoffs
that have practical applications
on Earth.

• Artificial satellites in orbit
around Earth serve a range of
purposes, including
communications, surveillance,
and environmental monitoring.

• Canadian organizations and
individuals make significant
contributions to space
technology, research, and
exploration.

Benefits of Space Research and Exploration

Figure 9.21 This photograph, named “Earthrise,” was taken by astronaut William Anders
during the historic Apollo 8 mission to orbit the Moon in 1968.

9.2
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C25 Quick Lab

The Value of the View from High Above Earth

Space exploration benefits us in many non–space use
ways. Satellite imaging is one of those ways. 

Purpose
To analyze the information from satellite images taken
of Earth and use it to guide decision-making

Procedure

1. Study each set of satellite images in Figures 9.22
and 9.23. 

2. Working with a partner, look for the differences
revealed by each set of images in the two figures.
Discuss what you interpret in each case.

Questions

3. For the satellite images in Figure 9.22:

(a) What are the main differences you see
between the before and after images?

(b) What important information do the images
reveal that would have helped emergency
relief workers make plans to bring aid to the
community?

(c) Suggest how these images could be used in
long-term reconstruction efforts.

4. For the satellite images in Figure 9.23:

(a) What are the main differences you see
between the before and after images?

(b) The forests surrounding the mountain are
starting to decline because of water
shortages. What evidence from the images
can you find to explain what might be
causing the forests to recede?

5. Suggest another location in the world where
before and after satellite images could be useful.
Explain what you think they might show.

Figure 9.22 Banda Aceh, a coastal town in Indonesia,
before and the day after it was devastated by a tsunami in
December 2004

before after

Figure 9.23 Mt. Kilimanjaro, the tallest mountain on the continent of Africa. The first image
of the mountain was taken in 1976, and the second one was taken 30 years later.

before after
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The Many Benefits of Space Research 
Space research and exploration are constantly revealing new 
details about the size and complexity of the universe. This
knowledge helps improve our understanding of Earth, our solar
system, and the origins of everything around us. 

At the same time, many of the technologies invented to
advance space research and exploration are now aiding us in our
everyday lives on Earth. From faster, safer airplane trips to the
widespread availability of cellphone communication and
improved fire-fighting equipment (Figure 9.24), we see the
spinoffs of space research all around us. A spinoff is a secondary
beneficial effect or product of a thing or an activity.

Space Transportation Technologies
In the decades since the first simple satellites, the science of
rocketry has sent humans on round trips to the Moon and sent
robots to investigate our neighbouring planets. It has also
launched the Hubble Space Telescope and, in 2013, will send the
James Webb Space Telescope into space.

There are currently four main types of spacecraft in use.

• Rockets lift small capsules containing crew, equipment, or
satellites into orbit and beyond. The new generation of
human space flight spacecraft is the Orion crew explorarion
vehicle (Figure 9.25).

• Space shuttles transport personnel and equipment to
orbiting spacecraft. 

• Space stations are orbiting spacecraft that have living
quarters, work areas, and all the support systems needed to
allow people to live and work in space for extended periods. 

• Space probes contain instrumentation for carrying out robotic
exploration of space.

The International Space Station
The International Space Station, assembled in space in stages since
1998, orbits at 400 km above Earth. It is the largest spacecraft ever
built. One of Canada’s most significant contributions to the space
station has been the Canadarm2, shown on the opening pages of
this unit. This robotic device, one of three designed and built in
Canada by a Canadian company, can move astronauts around as
they work outside the space station. It can also bend around
corners and grasp objects with its computer-controlled “fingers.”

354 UNIT C The Study of the Universe

Figure 9.24 The fire-resistant suits
and compact breathing apparatus
used today by firefighters are
spinoffs from innovations developed
for astronauts.

Figure 9.25 The first Orion crew
exploration vehicle is due to begin
servicing the International Space
Station by 2015.

Suggested STSE Activity •
C26 Quick Lab on page 361
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Figure 9.26 Modern comforts such as
padded bicycle seats are a spinoff of
space research.

Product Technologies
Many items, materials, and systems first created for a space
application have been put to practical use on Earth. For example,
astronauts even in low orbit in space are at risk of receiving
harmful levels of radiation emitted by the Sun. As a result of
research into how to protect astronauts from such exposure, we
now have better radiation detectors on Earth and better ways of
shielding people during radiation-related medical treatments. 

From cancer treatments and pacemakers to mechanical
insulin pumps and flat-screen televisions, the technological
benefits created by space research are now everywhere in our
daily lives. All of these innovations, many developed for use in
the International Space Station, got their start fulfilling a purpose
in space exploration. Table 9.3 lists some of the spinoff
applications of space technology.

Opportunities for the economic development of space
resources are also being investigated today, including such ideas
as offering tourist space flights, building hotels on the Moon, and
mining minerals on asteroids. 

355Space exploration improves our knowledge and gives us beneficial technologies, but its hazards and costs are significant.

Figure 9.27 Modern thermometers
are another space research spinoff. 

Product Purpose for Space Exploration Example of Spinoff Use on Earth

Dehydrated food To provide astronauts with meals for
long flights

Portable camping food; emergency
food supply; food storage

Miniaturized computers and robotics To build computer robotics for space
vehicles and probes

Emergency response robots (e.g., to
inspect explosive devices)

Scratch-resistant plastic coatings To protect astronauts’ helmet visors Coating for plastic eyeglass lenses
(increases the scratch resistance 10
times)

Memory foam (an open-cell foam that
evenly distributes the weight of a load)

To pad aircraft and spacecraft seats to
buffer astronauts from the impact of
landings

Motorcycle and bicycle seats (Figure
9.26); pillows and mattresses for
bedridden patients to reduce bed sores 

Antibacterial water filter To prevent bacterial growth in water
filters and so keep astronauts from
becoming sick in space

Household water purification filters

Infrared thermometer To measure the temperatures of stars Medical thermometers that can take
the body’s temperature faster and
more accurately than before 
(Figure 9.27)

Ionization smoke detector To detect possible fire outbreaks on
board a spacecraft

Sensitive household smoke detectors

Table 9.3 Spinoff Products Developed for Use in Space Exploration But Now Adapted for Use on Earth
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Satellite Technologies
Perhaps the greatest single positive impact on global society has
occurred with the development of artificial satellite technologies.
An artificial satellite (or, simply, satellite) is a device placed in
orbit around Earth or another celestial object. The first satellite
was launched in 1957 by the former Soviet Union (Figure 9.28).
It was only the size of a football, and its purpose was to
demonstrate that sending a device into orbit was possible. 

Less than a month after the successful trial of Sputnik 1,
Sputnik 2 was launched. This satellite was much larger, weighing
500 kg. All the world watched, partly because the success of this
new technology introduced the concern that a nuclear weapon
could be sent into orbit and then landed in another country. In
response, the United States launched a satellite of its own in
1958, called Explorer 1.

Communications
Canada was the third country in the world to launch a satellite.
Called Alouette 1, it collected data about the extreme upper
regions of the atmosphere, where many future satellites would be
placed. Canada also launched a series of Anik satellites beginning
in 1972. Anik 1 enabled the whole country to have
telecommunications coverage. It transmitted 12 television
channels to large ground stations across the country. The signals
were then rebroadcast by regional ground-based transmitters
already in place. The Anik satellites were particularly important
in connecting Canada’s northern communities with the rest of
the country. The use of these satellites was innovative and set a
trend for future communications satellites worldwide. 

Today, communications satellites circle the
globe. Anik F3 was launched by Telesat Canada in
2007 from a launch pad in French Guiana, South
America (Figure 9.29). It occupies a geostationary
orbit above Earth. A geostationary orbit is one in
which a satellite orbits Earth at the same rate as
Earth rotates. This makes the satellite appear
stationary (staying still) when viewed from the
ground, and enables receiving antennas to be
permanently pointed to one spot in the sky. Anik
F3 has a mass of 5900 kg, which is 10 times the
size of the original Anik satellite. It provides
broadcast and broadband Internet services across
North America.
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Figure 9.28 Sputnik 1, launched in
1957, had a radio transmitter on
board which could be picked up by
shortwave radios.

Figure 9.29 Anik F3, a Canadian communications satellite
launched in 2007
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Tracking Devices
If a person, animal, or vehicle is fitted with a special transmitter,
then someone with the right tracking device can know the
position of that transmitter. Wildlife researchers, for example,
often use tracking devices to study the movements of migrating
animals such as caribou, whales, and hummingbirds. 

The Global Positioning System (commonly referred to as GPS)
is the most widely available tracking system today. It relies on a
group of satellites that transmit low-energy microwave signals
(Figure 9.30). These signals are picked up by small receivers that
people on Earth can easily carry by hand or even in a shirt pocket
(Figure 9.31). The minicomputer in a GPS receiver can show you
your location and, if you are walking or in a vehicle, show how
fast you are moving and in what direction. Today, GPS has
become widely adopted for commercial applications, map-making,
surveying, and personal use. Many taxis and rental cars are also
GPS-equipped so that the vehicles’ use and location can be
monitored.

A recreational use of GPS is for geocaching, a popular outdoor
treasure-hunting game. Participants use a GPS receiver to hide a
waterproof container, or geocache, that contains a “treasure”
(often a trinket of little value). Other players then use their own
hand-held GPS receivers to try to find the cache (Figure 9.32).
When one is found, it is opened and the treasure is removed.
Geocaching enthusiasts estimate that at any one time, more than
a million geocaches are in place around the world, on every
continent including Antarctica.

357Space exploration improves our knowledge and gives us beneficial technologies, but its hazards and costs are significant.

Figure 9.32 Geocaching uses GPS
technology to play a game of
“hidden treasure.”

Suggested Activity •
C27 Quick Lab on page 362

Figure 9.30 With more than two dozen satellites in orbit,
there are at least three above the horizon, relative to a
person’s location on Earth, at any one time.

Figure 9.31 The computer in a GPS receiver calculates your position
and displays it on the receiver’s screen.
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During Writing Remote Sensing and Digital Imaging
When a series of clouds drift by on a sunny day, it is not possible
from the ground to see that these clouds may be part of a weather
pattern that covers half a continent. When waves lap ashore on
the beaches of the Great Lakes or James Bay, it is not possible to
notice decades-long patterns such as changes in average water
level. On the other hand, one satellite image may show the
changes in air quality right across a continent, or measure the
effect of flooding or forest fire damage across a whole region.
Only from the vantage point of space can the entire view of an
800 km hurricane be seen with its advancing storm front on the
outside to the quiet centre of its eye.

Satellite imaging can show changes over time. Many satellites
remain operational for decades, allowing the collection and
archiving of data for later analysis. Earth observation satellites
already show us the results of the constant slashing and burning
of the world’s rainforests, as shown in Figure 9.33, and the
presence of a hole in the protective ozone layer. Long-term
monitoring provides data to help us assess the impact of human
populations on landscapes and oceans.

In viewing Earth, satellite observation equipment must make
a trade-off between how much of Earth it can observe at one time
and the amount of detail in the image. A high-resolution image
can show individual buildings, roads, cars, and even people.
However, the higher the resolution, the longer it takes to cover a
given area. For the assessment of natural disasters due to
hurricanes, flooding, and volcanic activity, medium-resolution
instruments covering a wide area are used.
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Figure 9.33 The same area of rainforest shown (a) several years ago and (b) today. Note how the forest cover has changed.

(a) (b)

Match Organization to the
Purpose and Audience

Once writers know their purpose
and audience, they can choose
an organizational pattern.
Should it be cause and effect,
problem-solution, or time
order/sequential? Think about
this as you carry out the writing
task for Quick Lab C26.
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Envisat (for “environmental satellite”), launched by the
European Space Agency, is part of a network of satellites operated
by various nations around the world to observe Earth. Launched
in 2002, the Envisat satellite is packed with an array of sensors
for studying the atmosphere, the oceans, land surfaces, and ice
(Figure 9.34). 

Real-Time Imaging
Not all satellites observe the Earth by taking pictures. For
example, the GOCE satellite (Gravity Field and Steady-
State Ocean Circulation Explorer), launched in 2009 by
the European Space Agency, makes measurements of the
subtle variations in Earth’s gravity (Figure 9.35). 

The gravity sensed by a passing satellite is affected by
the distribution of matter beneath it. For example, the
existence of a mountain range below a satellite increases
the gravity slightly. Similarly, a mountain located under
the sea would also affect the gravity. It is expected that
the GOCE satellite will advance human understanding of
ocean circulation, sea-level change, climate change,
volcanoes, and earthquakes.
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Figure 9.34 Envisat image showing three of the Great Lakes

Figure 9.35 The GOCE satellite in orbit
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Complete coverage of Canada’s
lands and oceans is being made
by a group of satellites called the
RADARSAT Constellation. Find out
the role of these satellites in
maritime surveillance, disaster
management, and ecosystem
monitoring. Begin your research at
ScienceSource.

Take It Further

As improvements are made to sensing technology, data
integration software, and broadband speed, researchers expect
that soon data from many different satellites can be combined at
once. This will make it possible to view current and past
conditions on Earth. Such data will likely be available directly
from the Internet, and may even be a hybrid of direct
photography as well as computer overlays of information. Several
sources on the Internet provide imaging now, some of which is
freely accessible, such as mapping information (Figure 9.36).

Even today, the millions of images taken over several years
can be combined to show the “full picture” of Earth. Examples of
interpreted real-time images include those showing Earth without
cloud cover or at night, with population centres, burning
rainforests, and natural gas flares all visible (Figure 9.37).
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Image © 2008 Digital Globe. © 2008 Tele Atlas. © 2008 Google

Figure 9.36 Images like this of the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa are available free on
the Internet.

Figure 9.37 Earth's population centres are clearly visible at night from space, as shown in
this composite image.
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C26 Quick Lab 

For more than 150 years, Canada has been an active
contributor in a range of ways to space research,
technology, and exploration. Many individuals and
organizations have been involved. The federal
government not only sponsors the Canada Space
Agency but also provides financial support to many
projects related to space research. Also active are
Canadian universities, research and development
organizations, and private companies and industry
working in a range of fields, including aeronautics,
satellite technology, and telecommunications. 

Today, Canadian astronomers, astronauts,
robotics engineers, and dozens of other science and
technology specialists collaborate with colleagues
around the world to advance human understanding
of space. 

In this activity, you will research the extent of
Canada’s contributions in one particular area and
then prepare a presentation to the class to share
your findings.

Procedure

1. You will work in a small group. Each group will
be assigned one of the following categories to
research and write a short report on: 

• Canada and Satellite Technology

• A Timeline of Canada’s Work with the
International Space Station

• The History of Canada’s Astronaut Program

• Current Areas of Research by Canadian
Astronomers

• The David Florida Laboratory (Figure 9.38)

Alternatively, you may suggest an area of
Canadian contribution to space study that you
would like to research. Ask your teacher for
approval before you begin.

2. In class: Once you know your area of research,
brainstorm with your group the questions you
have about the topic and what sources you think
would provide the best information for your
purposes.

3. ScienceSource Options for research sources
include the Internet, library books, journals,
documentaries, and interviews with people who
have special knowledge. 

4. Carry out your research, making notes and
gathering relevant photographs, artwork, and
other graphic materials to include in your report.
Work with your partners to develop an outline for
the report. Assemble your findings, and decide
how best to summarize and report them.

5. Web 2.0 Develop your group's report as a Wiki
presentation, a video, or a podcast. For support,
go to ScienceSource.

6. Present your key findings to the class.

Questions

7. Based on your own group’s research findings,
explain what most impressed you about that
aspect of Canada’s contributions to space
research, technology, and exploration.

8. Based on the research and reporting of other
groups, explain what most impressed you about
those aspects of Canada’s contributions.

Canadian Contributions to Space Research, Technology, and Exploration

Figure 9.38 Work in progress at the David Florida
Laboratory near Ottawa

STSE
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C27 Quick Lab

How can three satellite signals “triangulate”
someone’s location?

Purpose
To illustrate in a two-dimensional way how the Global
Positioning System helps a person determine his or
her position on the ground

Procedure

1. Your teacher will give you an enlarged copy of
the map shown in Figure 9.39. Imagine that you
are standing in a location somewhere on this
map when you turn on your GPS receiver.

2. Satellite 1 transmits a radio signal to the receiver
in your hand, and the GPS device calculates that
you are 760 km from the satellite. Using the
compass, measure 760 km on the scale
provided on the handout.

3. Next, place the compass point on the position
labelled Satellite 1 and draw a circle that has a
radius equal to the distance from the satellite.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for Satellites 2 and 3,
using the information in Table 9.4.

Questions

5. The spot where all three circles meet on the map
indicates your position. How well did your circles
intersect?

6. Suggest how satellites know where their position
is in relation to Earth.

On Location with GPS

N

Toronto

Ottawa

MANITOBA

ONTARIO
QUEBEC

UNITED STATES

Hudson Bay

Thunder Bay

satellite 1

satellite 2

satellite 3

1000 km500 km0

Figure 9.39 Satellite locations

Materials & Equipment
• handout of map showing showing satellite locations

• pencil

• geometry compass

Satellite Distance to GPS Receiver (km)

1 760

2 900

3 610

Table 9.4 Distance from Satellites to GPS Receiver
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Key Concept Review
1. Explain the difference between a space

shuttle and a space probe.

2. Name three spinoff products developed for
space exploration but now adapted for use
on Earth.

3. Define artificial satellite.

4. Which nation launched the first artificial
satellite and when?

5. What became available in Canada for the
first time with the launch of the Anik 1
satellite in 1972?

6. What is a geostationary orbit?

7. What information about Earth can be
found by making sensitive measurements of
variations in Earth’s gravity?

Connect Your Understanding
8. The satellite image below shows a river

emptying into a coastal area. What
information might be revealed if scientists
were to observe this area from space over
several decades?

9. Explain how real-time imaging might be
used to help people respond to natural
disasters.

10. How can digital images of Earth be used by
computers to detect information beyond the
photographs themselves?

11. Suppose that high-resolution colour images
of the surface of Earth are made and stored
electronically. Computer software can
analyze each image pixel by pixel, as well as
count pixels, such as those representing
water instead of land. Suggest ways the data
from these images could be used in:

(a) monitoring the health of rainforests

(b) surveying changing crop yields over
time

(c) converting usable agricultural land into
cities

12. List five important ways in which Canada
has contributed to, and participated in,
space research, technology, and exploration.

Reflection
13. For the next week, keep a “Space Tech

Spinoffs in My Life” record. In a notebook,
make a list each day of all the products or
technologies you use, read, or hear about
that were developed first for use in space
research or exploration.

For more questions, go to ScienceSource. 
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Question 8

9.2 CHECK and REFLECT
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Questions about Space Exploration
There is no doubt that space exploration is exciting. There is also
no doubt that we on Earth benefit greatly from space research and
technology spinoffs, in addition to gaining valuable knowledge
about the universe. At the same time, however, there remain many
hard questions to ask and debate given the enormous amounts of
money, time, and resources that countries spend on studying
celestial objects and sending equipment and people into space
(Figure 9.40). In the United States and Canada alone, space research
and exploration programs cost billions of dollars every year. 

As more countries become involved in exploring space, many
issues and questions have arisen concerning the use and
responsibility for space and its resources (Table 9.5). For example,
who owns space? Who is entitled to claim its resources, such as
land or the mineral deposits on the Moon (Figure 9.41)? Is it right
to spend billions of dollars to send a few people into space when
millions of people on Earth do not have clean drinking water? Who
is responsible for cleaning up the space environment? 

All of these ethical, political, and environmental issues will
grow as matters of debate in the coming decades as we expand
our interest in space research, exploration, and development.
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Here is a summary of what you
will learn in this section:

• Space research and exploration
are very costly, and travel into
space involves a high degree 
of risk.

• While space exploration offers
extensive benefits to humans,
there are many ethical,
political, and environmental
issues to be assessed and
balanced against the benefits.

• Living in the microgravity of
space poses special risks to
human health.

• Today, serious consideration is
being given to establishing a
space base on the Moon and
to sending astronauts — not
just robotic probes — on a
mission to Mars.

Costs and Hazards of Space Research and
Exploration

Figure 9.40 When such enormous problems as poverty are affecting millions of people on
Earth, can we justify spending billions of dollars on space research and exploration? This is just
one aspect of space study that is up for debate.

9.3

Figure 9.41 Before selling a piece of
property, you must own it first. Who
owns the land on other planets or
moons?
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Issue

Ethical Political Environmental

• Is it right to spend money on space
exploration rather than on solving
problems on Earth?

• Do we have a right to alter materials
in space to meet our needs?

• How can we ensure that space
resources will be used for the good
of humans and not to further the
interests of only one nation or group?

• Is it responsible to send humans into
a high-risk envrionment like space?

• Who owns space and its various
celestial bodies?

• Who has the right to use the
resources in space?

• Who will determine how space will
be used?

• Should weapons be allowed in
space?

• Who is responsible for protecting
space environments from 
alteration?

• Who is responsible for cleaning up
“space junk” (the equipment no
longer used in space but left there 
in orbit)?

• Who should pay for space junk
clean-up?
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Table 9.5 Examples of Issues Related to Space Research, Exploration, and Development

C28 Quick Lab

Who Owns Space?

Fifty years ago, only a few countries had the technology,
resources, and expertise to establish their own space
programs. Today, there are more than a dozen space
agencies in the world, including those from China and
India (Figure 9.42). As travelling into space gradually
becomes more commonplace, questions arise about
the nature of our journeys. 

Purpose
To brainstorm some of the ethical, political,
environmental, and economic issues connected to
the ownership of space

Procedure

1. Read each of the questions that follow related to
the ownership of space, the celestial objects in it,
and their resources. Take a moment to think
about how you would answer each question.

2. Your teacher will then lead the class in a discussion
of space ownership. Share your thoughts and
opinions in response to the questions.

3. After the class discussion, take a moment to
summarize in your notebook your answer to each
question. Were any of the responses you originally
had in step 1 changed by the ideas that others in

the class expressed? In turn, do you think that some
of your ideas and opinions might have changed the
views others in the class held originally?

Questions

4. Are the resources of a moon, planet, or asteroid
the property of the first nation to land on it or
claim it?

5. Should space resources be owned only by
nations rich enough to be able to afford the costs
of reaching the site of those resources?

6. If we journey to other planets, should we go as
ecotourists, only to observe the planet, leaving it
in the condition we found
it, or as pioneers, to settle
and change the planet to
meet human needs?

Figure 9.42 The Indian Space
Agency’s first mission to the
Moon landed in October 2008.
The task of the mission is to map
the entire lunar surface, showing
the minerals present.

STSE
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Hazards of Travelling to and from Space
Space exploration is a very high-risk undertaking. The space
environment is not “human friendly.” Many hazards lie beyond
Earth’s protective atmosphere. For example, both people and
equipment face exposure to damage from intense solar
radiation (Figure 9.43). There is also the potential for damage
or total destruction from colliding with a comet, asteroid, or
other space debris.

Humans have learned to live in very extreme and
varied environments on Earth and even in the
International Space Station orbiting Earth. Still, many
unforeseen risks and hazards remain. Accidents related
to space travel may result not only in loss of human life,
but in immense economic loss and the loss of countless
years of work. In 1967, the three-member crew aboard
Apollo 1 died during a training exercise when fire broke
out on board the spacecraft. In the same year, a Russian
cosmonaut died on re-entry into Earth’s atmosphere
when the capsule’s parachute failed to open. Two space
shuttle disasters have occurred, one on launch in 1986
(Figure 9.44) and the other on returning from orbit in
2003. Seven crew members were killed in each incident.
After each disaster, crewed space programs were
suspended until the causes were found and fixed.

Equipment such as satellites and space probes to other
planets are expensive. Both the Russians and Americans
lost Mars probes shortly before the craft arrived at the
planet. In both of those cases, hundreds of millions of
dollars and thousands of hours of labour were lost. 

Nevertheless, human curiosity in learning about
space persists. Rather than back away from space
exploration, space agencies around the world have
continued to fund new projects, balancing risks and costs
against potential benefits as best they can.

Challenges of Living in Space
People travelling and working in space do not need an Earth-like
environment simply for comfort. It is a matter of survival. Humans
have orbited Earth, flown far into space, landed on the Moon, and
returned safely home. We are now hoping to put a human — not
just a robotic machine — on another planet for the first time. 
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Figure 9.43 Crew members on board the International
Space Station wear Russian-made spacesuits to
protect them from hazards such as radiation.

Figure 9.44 The space shuttle Challenger broke up
1 min after launch because fuel leaked through
faulty O-ring seals and ignited. Seven crew
members died, including Christa McAuliffe, an
elementary school teacher.
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During WritingScientists believe we now have the technology to send a group
of astronauts to Mars and back. This would not be a typical week-
long mission for space shuttle astronauts, nor would it be a few
months as many astronauts in the International Space Station
currently experience. Astronauts going to Mars would be gone for
two to three years. Such long missions would pose many
challenges. The physical environment is harsh. Living in confined
quarters for such a long period of time can be stressful for people. 

As well, the long-term effects of microgravity on humans are
still unknown. Microgravity is the condition in which the
gravitational forces that act on a mass are greatly reduced. This
condition is often likened to a feeling of weightlessness, similar to
what you may have felt briefly on an elevator or an amusement
park ride that drops quickly.

Challenges of the Physical Environment 
Space is a vacuum, with no air or water. It also contains many
hazards for the spacecraft and its occupants, including the
damaging effects of cosmic rays and solar radiation and the risk of
being hit by space debris (Figure 9.45). 

Furthermore, because there is no atmosphere in space,
temperatures can range from unimaginably cold in shadows to
extremely hot in the full sun. No atmosphere also means that the
gases that keep us alive on Earth, such as oxygen, do not exist in
space. Neither does the pressure of the atmosphere, which keeps
our bodily fluids from boiling at room temperature. 

Challenges of Confined Living 
Long trips in a confined living space may lead to psychological
problems. Imagine spending every minute of every day with one
or two people for two years. Now, imagine spending those two
years in an enclosure not much bigger than your classroom.
Stepping outside for a break is not an option.

Challenges of Microgravity
To stay in space for extended periods, the human body must
adapt physically to a microgravity environment. On Earth, gravity
gives us our feeling of weight. This feeling is greatly reduced
when a person is in orbit. Even on Mars and the Moon, the force
of gravity is weaker than on Earth. People standing on Mars
would feel only one-third of their weight on Earth. On the Moon,
they would feel only one-sixth their normal weight. 
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Figure 9.45 Damage to a spacecraft
window from colliding with a small
piece of space debris

Weighing the Evidence 

When researching to develop a
position on challenging issues,
writers often create lists of the
pros and cons, comparing and
contrasting factors for or against
an idea. They usually discover
that one list is longer than the
other. The longer list helps them
to arrive at a point of view on
the issue.

Suggested STSE Activity •
C31 Decision-Making Analysis 
Case Study on page 372
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Microgravity’s Effects on the Body
Over extended periods of living in a microgravity
environment, changes in the human body can have a
negative effect on a person’s health. For example:

• The heart, which is mostly muscle, does not have to
pump as hard as it normally does to circulate blood.
This causes the heart to weaken (Figure 9.46). 

• The muscles we use for walking and lifting are not
put into action as much. As a result, when humans
are in a microgravity environment for long periods,
their muscles start to weaken. Studies aboard the
International Space Station show that within a
relatively short time a person can lose 40 percent of
his or her muscle mass. 

• Bones in microgravity have much less pressure on
them than normal. This causes them to lose
minerals, which in turn leads to the bones
weakening. Astronauts may lose bone mass at a rate
of about two percent per month in microgravity. 

• Red blood cell production in the body declines and
the body’s immune system weakens, increasing a
person’s risk of becoming infected and decreasing
his or her ability to fight the infection.

Reducing the Effects of Microgravity
Astronauts exercise in space to help keep fit (Figure 9.47).
On board the International Space Station, crew members
spend at least one hour each day doing cardiovascular
training (exercising their heart and circulatory system), as
well as an hour of resistance training (like weightlifting).
During the first few space missions that lasted more than a
month, it was discovered that astronauts and cosmonauts
who did not exercise while in space could not stand up for
a few days after returning to Earth.

A number of the health conditions caused by
exposure to microgravity appear to be similar to those
that happen when humans age. Studies of negative health
effects related to microgravity may lead to new
treatments for the care of the elderly, such as improved
treatment for osteoporosis, a common type of bone
degeneration experienced by many people on Earth. 
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Figure 9.46 Experiencing microgravity looks like
fun, as these astronauts in training show, but the
effects can be damaging to the body. 

Figure 9.47 An astronaut exercising in the Destiny
laboratory of the International Space Station

Suggested Activity •
C30 Problem-Solving Activity on 
page 371
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Challenges of Living on the Moon
The best place to start an interplanetary flight may be from the
Moon. The new Orion spacecraft planned by NASA will first be
used as a transport vehicle to the International Space Station.
Then, NASA plans to use Orion to ferry astronauts to the Moon
for the first time since 1972. The new spacecraft will be a state-of-
the-art vehicle, incorporating the most recent electronics,
propulsion systems, and life-support systems needed to make a
successful round trip for the crew. 

Learning to live on the Moon will involve setting up a
permanent base and making use of materials found
locally. Lunar soil contains metals as well as materials
to make concrete, glass, and ceramics. Water is too
heavy to launch in quantity from Earth. The amount of
water available on the Moon is unknown. It might be
present in craters that are permanently in shadow,
carried there by comets that crashed on the Moon. As
well, given that hydrogen and oxygen are present in
lunar rock, it might be possible to extract the two
elements individually and combine them to make
water.

Getting around on the Moon will require some sort
of vehicle, such as the “Moon buggy” used by astronauts
during the Apollo missions (Figure 9.48). A new
spacesuit, to enable mission members to spend more
time outside the base, is currently in design. It will have
increased comfort over current models, including safety
features to prevent depressurization, and provide
astronauts with increased protection against the ever-
present radiation from space.

Challenges in Visiting Mars
Getting spacecraft and astronauts safely to Mars, even starting
from the Moon, will be a difficult task. The metal hull of
spacecraft cannot effectively shield astronauts from solar
radiation for a flight that will take years. Some plastics, such as
those being developed for new spacesuits, have more than
10 times the shielding ability of metal. Without this protection,
the crew would be at greatly increased risk of cancer.

The atmosphere on Mars is only about 1/100th the pressure of
Earth’s and does not contain oxygen. Sandstorms are also
common on the planet. 
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Figure 9.48 A lunar rover, also called a “Moon
buggy,” carried Apollo 15 astronauts across the
Moon’s surface to perform experiments.
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To investigate the effects of a small number of people living in
cramped quarters for extended periods, NASA has commissioned
several test habitation sites. For example, in 2007, it set up the
Flashline Mars Arctic Research Station on Devon Island in
Canada’s High Arctic (Figure 9.49). A crew of seven lived
together there for four months. The only time they were allowed
to leave the facility — dressed in in mock spacesuits — was to
practise carrying out tasks related to geology. 

Because the atmosphere on Mars will not support life, a
protective suit will be necessary for anyone leaving the controlled
environment inside the landing craft. Current spacesuits will not

do the job. They are bulky and heavy, making
them very difficult to move around in. As well,
they must be pressurized with air to protect the
astronaut from the damaging effects of the
vacuum in space or low-pressure atmosphere on
Mars. 

Much material will have to be sent ahead as
well. This will include a fuel source and a water
source. A pre-made facility to live in will also
have to be assembled and air, heating, cooling,
and other systems to support life installed in the
facility. Just as important as figuring out how to
build and ship all of this material will be
planning how to transport the astronauts on the
return trip to Earth. 
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C29

Sharing a Small Place in Space

In addition to the environmental hazards that
humans face in space exploration are many
psychological challenges in sharing confined
quarters with fellow travellers for long periods of
time. A trip to Mars, for example, would take
about 12 months one way.

1. Using a piece of cord 16 m long, lay out a
square on the floor that measures 4 m × 4 m.
Imagine that this outlines the size of the
spacecraft that will be your home for the next
year as you travel to Mars.

2. Stand in the square with five other classmates.
For about 1 min, move around with your fellow
astronauts as best you can in the space
provided.

3. Return to your desks and, with your group,
think about all the problems that could arise
during a long trip in this type of confinement.
List the potential problems you identify. Then,
for each one, suggest a solution. 

4. After you finish, compare your problems and
solutions with those noted by other groups.

Science, Technology, Society, and the EnvironmentSTSE

Figure 9.49 The Flashline Mars Arctic Research Station on
Devon Island in Nunavut. The facility sits at the edge of a 
23-km diameter impact crater made when an asteroid 
struck Earth 39 million years ago.
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C30 Problem-Solving Activity

Recognize a Need
Space travel puts humans in extreme environments
where they experience everything from tremendous
force exerted on them during the rocket launch to
almost no force during their time in microgravity. Our
ability to stay oriented is the result of visual cues our
eyes pick up and balancing cues our inner ears
detect. With the loss of gravity, the balance cues
conflict with our visual cues, causing disorientation.

Problem

You and two or three other classmates have been
assigned as mission specialists to research the
effects of extreme conditions on humans during
space flight. Your Earth-based research, simulating
changes that the human body may undergo during a
flight, will be used to prepare astronauts for their first
journey into space.

Criteria for Success
The research team must (1) present an approved
plan for carrying out experiments and (2) show what
observations they made to back up their conclusions
about the effects of space flight on the body.

Brainstorm Ideas

1. As a class, brainstorm ideas on forces that the
human body might feel and how it might
respond to different phases of space flight, such
as a high velocity launch, microgravity in orbit,
and the loss of a sense of up or down. For
example, will an astronaut shrink under
microgravity? What might happen to an
astronaut’s sense of balance after he or she
floats upside down?

2. Working in small groups, brainstorm various
experiments you could conduct to test the effects
discussed in step 1. Examples include:
measuring the diameter of a leg under different
conditions such as standing or being upside
down against a wall; measuring height first thing
in the morning and at the end of the day; and
simulating the effect of increased blood flow to a
person’s head during launch by having him or
her lie on an incline with feet higher than the
head.

Plan a Test Procedure

3. Select three effects that might occur on the
human body, and plan a procedure to test each
one. Consult your teacher if you need ideas.

Test and Evaluate

4. Perform the tests approved by your teacher, and
collect your data. 

Skill Practice

5. Repeat experiments as time permits to get the
most reliable data possible. As you work, you
may discover ways to improve your testing
procedures. Discuss these with your teacher,
and seek approval as needed for these
modifications.

Communicate

6. Report your results on
an information poster,
in a slide show
presentation, or by
other means.

The Effects of Space Travel on Human Health

SKILLS YOU WILL USE
� Observing and recording

observations
� Communicating ideas,

procedures, and results in a
variety of forms

Figure 9.50 An astronaut in
microgravity having the diameter
of her leg measured

Skills References 3, 6

• measuring tapes

• timers 

• felt pens

• tape

• cardboard

• glue

• oral thermometer

• heart rate monitor

Materials & Equipment
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CASE STUDY

Issue
It is an unfortunate legacy of humans venturing into
space. Since we started sending rockets, satellites,
and various craft into space, the problem of debris
left behind in low orbit and geostationary orbit
around Earth has risen dramatically. Like the garbage
dumps we have created here at home, the whole
outer envelope around the planet at an altitude of
between 200 and 35 000 km has been slowly filling
up with space debris (Figure 9.51).

Space debris ranges from broken bits off old
rockets and all types of spacecraft to non-operating
satellites, abandoned nuclear power units, and even
small tools and cameras dropped by astronauts
working outside their spacecraft. 

Estimates put the total number of pieces of space
debris of 10 cm diameter and larger at about
17,000. Smaller fragments number in the millions.

This accumulation of debris is creating many
problems, usually as a result of collisions. When
debris in the space environment collides, it does so
at such high velocity that even a tiny bolt or bit of
broken antenna can pierce a spacecraft hull or crack
a telescope mirror (Figure 9.52). Collisions are
therefore enormously costly, create even more

debris, and pose a threat to the life of humans in
space.

The issue is therefore this: What is the best
solution for dealing with the growing space debris
problem now and in the future? Working with a small
group, read more about space debris in the
background information. Then, discuss and evaluate
the points raised, to form a conclusion about what
should be done. 

Background Information
In February 2009, two satellites collided over Siberia.
One was a communications satellite owned by a
company in the United States. The other was an old
Russian satellite no longer in use. The collision
destroyed both units, creating a “debris field” of
more than 600 pieces scattered in the region of the
impact. Not all collisions of space debris (also called
space junk) occur between two objects as large as
these were. However, the number of collisions is
increasing annually as the amount of debris “out
there” increases. 

Since 1957, more than 4500 missions have been
sent into space. Each one has left behind its own bits
of debris.

SKILLS YOU WILL USE
� Thinking critically and logically
� Communicating ideas,

procedures, and results in a
variety of formsOur Mess in Space: The Growing Problem of 

Space Debris

STSEC31

Figure 9.51 This image shows vividly the cloud of trackable objects cluttering what was once a space free of
human-made material.

Skills References 4, 6Decision-Making Analysis
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Decision-Making Analysis (continued)

While small bits of debris are very hard to detect
in space, they travel at lethal velocities. For example,
a piece of metal less than 1 mm in diameter can
move at more than 10 times the speed of a bullet.
Thus, at speeds of tens of thousands of kilometres
per hour, the impact of even a speck of debris can
pierce the hull of a spacecraft or section of a satellite.
The damage can result in equipment not working (for
example, knocking out communications signals to
Earth). The need for costly repairs is the result.
Worse is the risk of catastrophic effects on human
life if crewed spacecraft are seriously damaged. 

Both the space shuttle and International Space
Station are constantly being bombarded by tiny
pieces of space debris. Maintenance is done
regularly to repair and patch the damage. More than
80 windows on the space shuttle have had to be
replaced during its period of operation. While the
space station is usually able to alter course to avoid
colliding with large tracked objects, it is being struck
constantly by smaller objects.

Of course, every collision results in more debris,
as larger parts break up into ever smaller bits. In
turn, more debris results in more collisions.

Over the last decade, several space and research
agencies, including those in the United States and
Russia, have been keeping track of space debris, 
10 cm to 1 m in diameter, using radar and optical
equipment. Maps produced by the German-based

European Space Operations Centre, an arm of the
European Space Agency, show the extent of the
debris.

Analyze and Evaluate

1. Working in small groups, read through the
information presented here. Then, use the
following questions to analyze the issue. At the
end, you will summarize your conclusions and
recommend what actions, if any, should be
taken.
• What do you think about the issue of space

debris? How pressing a problem is this?
• Who should take responsibility for the debris

that exists in space today? Is it acceptable 
to just leave it in “graveyard orbits” in space?

• What should be done to manage the
hazards posed by the debris?

• What solutions can you suggest for reducing
the problem in future?

2. ScienceSource As a group, decide whether
additional information would help you answer
the questions above and evaluate the issue. If
so, begin your research at ScienceSource.

3. Web 2.0 Organize and summarize your
conclusions and recommendations in one of two
formats: a short written report or a PowerPoint
presentation. 

4. Listen to other groups’ views in a class
discussion. Re-evaluate your group’s
conclusions and recommendations. Did any of
the arguments made by others who held a
different point of view persuade you to
reconsider your view? Explain why or why not.

Skill Practice

5. Good recommendations clearly describe an
action and who is reponsible for taking that
action and by when. Reread your group’s
recommendations and revise them if necessary
to be clearer. 

STSEC31

Figure 9.52 Every nick, dent, and scratch on this old
section of the Hubble Space Telescope is marked in
yellow. Constant collisions with small space debris mean
that repairs must be made regularly.
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Key Concept Review
1. Space research and exploration raise many

concerns. For each of the broad categories
below, write two questions that are being
debated these days.

(a) ethical

(b) political

(c) environmental

2. Define microgravity.

3. How is the lack of an Earth-like atmosphere
in space a challenge for humans travelling
there and exploring other celestial objects?

4. Adjusting to living in microgravity
conditions poses many challenges for
astronauts, as shown in the image below.
Describe some of the more serious negative
effects on health for humans living for
extended periods in a microgravity
environment.

Connect Your Understanding
5. What is the best way for astronauts to

counteract the effects of microgravity while
they are in space?

6. Why might the metal hull of a spacecraft to
Mars not be able to shield astronauts
effectively enough to prevent them from
getting an increased risk for cancer?

7. (a) What advantages are there to sending
robotic probes into space rather than
people?

(b) What advantages are there to sending
people into space rather than robotic
probes?

8. Explain why the availability of water is a
major concern during space exploration to
the Moon or to Mars. Why can’t we just
bring it with us?

9. Make a list of questions that need to be
answered to guide humans in using space
ethically. One such question might be: does
landing on the Moon mean that you own it?

10. Although it might be possible to find
volunteers to make a one-way trip to Mars,
serious plans to visit the planet are usually
challenged for ethical reasons. Explain.

Reflection
11. In this section, several of the activities

encourage you to assess the pros and cons
of space research and exploration. Did you
change your opinion about any of the issues
as you discussed them with others in your
class? If so, in what way was your opinion
changed and what arguments persuaded
you to change?

For more questions, go to ScienceSource.

9.3 CHECK and REFLECT

Question 4
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COOL IDEAS
from JAY INGRAM
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Thanks to the Hubble Space Telescope, we
have hundreds of fabulous images of the
universe. With even more powerful new
telescopes in production, such as the European
Extremely Large Telescope, we can expect to
receive many additional images and in even
greater detail than before. Yet, as our ability to
explore space improves, here on Earth we are
losing touch with our nearest and simplest
connection with the universe: the night sky.

The problem is that the artificial lights of our
towns and cities are washing out the darkness
of the night sky, making stars harder to see. A
recent survey reported that about three of every
four Canadians cannot see the Milky Way from
where they live. 

That is an astonishing finding. The Milky Way
galaxy, in which our Sun is just one of billions of
stars, is our local neighbourhood in the
universe. If you’re in the right place in mid-
summer on a clear night, you should easily be

able to see the splash
of brilliant white arcing
across the sky. Not
being able to see this
is a serious loss.

Fortunately, some
solutions to the
problem are being found. Dark-sky preserves,
places where night lighting is minimal, are
being established all over the world. Other
changes, such as not overlighting areas and
ensuring that street lights point downward, not
up, also help. 

Humans have marvelled at the night sky
throughout history. It is important that we do not
lose the ability to continue doing so.

Question

1. Does it matter to you that only a small
fraction of Canadians are able to see the
Milky Way? Explain your answer.

The Cypress Hills Dark-Sky
Preserve is outlined above in
yellow, straddling the
provincial border. The aim
there is to keep the area free
from light pollution, thus
preserving the natural
darkness of the night sky. 

Light pollution hinders our ability to see the stars in the night sky. The more removed we are
from the natural world, the more likely we are to ignore it, take it for granted, or even abuse it.

Save the Stars ... 
with Dark-Night Preserves

Jay Ingram is an experienced
science journalist, author of The
Daily Planet Book of Cool Ideas,
and host of the Daily Planet on
Discovery Channel Canada.
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376 UNIT C The Study of the Universe

Key Concept Review
1. Describe the summer and winter solstices

in terms of the number of hours of daylight
each receives on that day. 

2. Describe the equinoxes in terms of amount
of daylight and night experienced on those
days. 

3. Make two sketches to show how the
geocentric model and the heliocentric
model of the universe differ from each
other. 

4. What does a refracting telescope use to
collect and focus light? 

5. What does a reflecting telescope use to
collect and focus light? 

6. What limits the size that a refracting
telescope can be? 

7. Give three advantages of space-based optical
telescopes over ground-based optical
telescopes. 

8. Name four types of spacecraft used to carry
equipment or people into space. 

9. Give one example of a spinoff from space-
related research or technology that now has:

(a) an environmental use 

(b) a medical use 

(c) a domestic use 

10. (a) What is the name of one of Canada’s
most significant contributions to the
International Space Station? 

(b) What does the item named in (a) do? 

11. Define artificial satellite. 

12. What is the term used to describe a
condition in which the gravitational forces
that act on a mass are greatly reduced? 

13. Name four risks associated with space
exploration. 

Connect Your Understanding
14. (a) How did the invention of the telescope

help the science of astronomy? 

(b) How has the invention of the non-
optical telescope further helped the
science of astronomy? 

15. List five spinoffs from space-related
research and exploration that benefit you in
your daily life. 

16. If a satellite has a geostationary orbit, does
that mean it is staying still while Earth
rotates? Explain your answer. 

17. Give three examples to explain what the
following statment means: “Modern
satellites have become excellent tools to
help us better understand and manage
Earth, its resources, and environment.” t

t
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18. What are some of the detrimental health
effects associated with microgravity? 

19. Describe three challenges that would be
faced by crew members living in a
spacecraft making a long space flight to
another planet, such as Mars. 

20. Why does it make sense to consider
establishing a base on the Moon to help
with efforts to send humans to Mars? 

21. The image below shows American
astronaut Bruce McCandless making the
first-ever untethered (meaning not
connected) “spacewalk” in 1984. He
manoeuvred more than 90 m out from the
space shuttle Challenger. He was able to
move about this way by releasing short
bursts of compressed air. Compare the risks
and benefits of spacewalking using
compressed air rather than a tether. 

Reflection
22. In this chapter, you read about many of

Canada’s contributions to space research,
technology, and exploration. Name an area
of Canada’s contributions that you would
like to find out more about. Explain why
that area is of particular interest to you. c

t

t

t

k
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Reflect and Evaluate

The human brain likes to find patterns in the
stars, the seasons, and even in textbook chapters.
Types of patterns include time order, problem-
solution, and cause and effect. Write a short
paragraph explaining how knowing about patterns
of text organization helped you in understanding
what the writer was requesting in various activities
in this chapter. Exchange your reflection with a
partner and discuss.

After Writing

Unit Task Link

As you learned in this chapter, humans face an
enormous number of hazards when they venture
into space. The extreme environment beyond Earth
and on other celestial bodies, including moons,
asteroids, and planets, puts people at high risk of
harm or even death. It also puts equipment at risk
of damage or complete destruction. Furthermore,
all of the work that goes into researching, planning,
building, developing, and testing technologies,
systems, and crews to go into space is very costly.
Yet, between our desire to gain more knowledge
about the universe and our ability to apply space-
related technologies to improving life on Earth, the
push to continue investing in space exploration
remains strong. Thinking about all of the issues
discussed in this chapter will assist you in carrying
out the Unit Task.Question 21
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378 UNIT C The Study of the Universe

CU N I T

Summary

• Galaxies

• Big Bang theory

• Red-shifting in light spectra

• Expanding universe

• An astronomical unit (AU) is a measure of distance equal to the average distance
from the Sun to Earth. A light-year (ly) is a measure of distance equal to the
distance light can travel in 1 year. (7.1)

• Galaxies, which contain about 200 billion stars each, often occur in clusters, which
in turn are often associated with other larger clusters. (7.2)

• At least 90 percent of the universe is thought to be composed of dark matter. (7.2)

• According to the Big Bang theory, the universe began 13.7 billion years ago at a
single point and has been expanding since. (7.3)

• The rate at which the universe is expanding is increasing. (7.3)

KEY CONCEPTS CHAPTER SUMMARY

• Formation and life cycle of stars

• Formation of the solar system

• Solar system components

• Earth-Moon-Sun interactions

• A star forms inside a nebula as gravity pulls dust and gas together, creating a
spinning, contracting disk of material in which nuclear fusion begins. (8.1)

• Stars have life cycles during which they form and then evolve in one of three main 
ways. (8.1)

• The solar system refers to the eight planets, their moons, and all the other celestial 
objects that orbit the Sun. (8.2)

• The solar system formed from the leftover gas, dust, and other debris spinning 
around the newly formed star, our Sun. (8.2)

• Interactions between Earth, the Moon, and the Sun result in astronomical
phenomena such as the auroras, solar and lunar eclipses, the phases of the Moon,
and comets, as well as creating tides in the world’s oceans. (8.3)

• Early human views of the
universe

• Benefits of space exploration

• Canadian contributions to space
exploration

• Costs and hazards of space
exploration

• Early cultures and civilizations used their observations of celestial objects to
develop calendars, plan hunting and farming activities, navigate across oceans and
land, and inspire spiritual beliefs. (9.1)

• Space research, technology, and exploration advances our knowledge of the
universe while producing many spinoffs that benefit people’s daily lives. (9.2)

• Canadian organizations and individuals make significant contributions to space
technology, research, and exploration. (9.2)

• Space research and exploration is very costly, travel into space involves a high
degree of risk, and there are many ethical, political, and environmental issues
associated with continued investment in space study. (9.3)

Scientific evidence suggests that the universe began expanding from a single point 7

The solar system formed 5 billion years ago, in the same way other star-and-planet 

Space exploration improves our knowledge and gives us beneficial technologies, 

8

9
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379UNIT C Task

VOCABULARY KEY VISUALS

The Hubble Ultra Deep Field

Part of the Eagle Nebula

The Canada-Hawaii-France telescope

about 13.7 billion years ago.

systems in the universe formed.

but its costs and hazards are significant.

• asteroid belt (p. 262)

• astronomer (p. 258)

• astronomical unit (p. 261)

• astronomy (p. 258)

• Big Bang theory (p. 280)

• binary system (p. 263)

• black hole (p. 270)

• celestial objects (p. 258)

• dark matter (p. 271)

• electromagnetic radiation 
(p. 281)

• electromagnetic spectrum 
(p. 281)

• galaxy (p. 254)

• light-year (p. 261)

• nebula (p. 264)

• nuclear fusion (p. 261) 

• solar system (p. 260)

• spectral lines (p. 282)

• spectral shifting (p. 282)

• spectroscope (p. 281)

• spectrum (p. 278)

• star (p. 261)

• supernova (p. 263)

• universe (p. 255)

• asterisms (p. 294)

• astronomical phenomenon 
(p. 294)

• aurora borealis (p. 312)

• chromosphere (p. 309)

• comet (p. 318)

• constellation (p. 294)

• corona (p. 309)

• coronal mass ejection (p. 311)

• lunar eclipse (p. 328)

• meteor (p. 318)

• photosphere (p. 309)

• planet (p. 313) 

• prominence (p. 311)

• protostar (p. 296)

• revolution (p. 325)

• rotation (p. 324)

• solar eclipse (p. 327) 

• solar flare (p. 311)

• solar wind (p. 312)

• sunspot (p. 310)

• artificial satellite (p. 356)

• equinox (p. 341)

• geostationary (p. 356)

• microgravity (p. 367)

• orbital radius (p. 343)

• retrograde motion (p. 342)

• summer solstice (p. 340)

• spinoff (p. 354)

• winter solstice (p. 340)
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CU N I T

Task 

380 UNIT C The Study of the Universe

Getting Started
Over the last few decades, we have learned much about
Mars from data collected by ground-based and space-
based telescopes, satellites, and robotic probes landed
on the planet’s surface. While a human mission to Mars
has not yet been tried, NASA’s Constellation program is
working to do just that. It hopes to send a piloted
mission to the planet by 2030.

As you have read in this unit, Mars is a long way
from Earth. It is even a long way from the Moon, which
has often been considered as the place to set up a base
of operations for flights farther afield. A one-way journey
to Mars from Earth or the Moon is expected to take
about eight months. Add six months for on-the-ground
exploration and another eight months to return home,
and the total time Mars astronauts would be away is
nearly two years. The technological problems in
achieving such a mission would also be enormous.

Nevertheless, aiming to set humans down on Mars
seems like the next logical step in the progress of space
exploration. Many people involved in space research
argue that to really understand the nature of Mars, we
need to see it for ourselves. They also point to all the
technological advances we have already made in space
research. Those in support of sending astronauts to
Mars believe we will continue finding solutions to the
many challenges of human space travel, including that
of reaching a destination as far away as Mars.

Your Goal
You will be researching the pros and cons of sending
humans or robotic space probes to explore Mars. Your
goal is to develop your own conclusion about the type of
exploration you would support and justify that conclusion
based on your research. 

What You Need to Know
Information about the nature of Mars and the challenges
of reaching it is provided in several sections in this unit.
See Skills Reference 4 for guidance in researching topics.

What You Need
• ScienceSource Access to the Internet, library, and

other sources of information. Consult with your
teacher.

• As a starting point, use the following questions to
help guide and focus your research into the pros
and cons of each option — that is, sending humans
or robotic probes to Mars.

• How effective would each option likely be in
terms of data-gathering?

• How does the cost of each option compare?

• What safety concerns are posed by each option?

• How does each option compare in terms of the
ethical, political, economic, and environmental
issues it raises?

Mission to Mars: Humans or Robots?

The Phoenix Mars Lander touched down on Mars in 2008. Its
robotic systems and instruments are collecting data from the
planet’s atmosphere and soil.

Criteria for Success
• Your group must include in its report references to

at least eight different sources that collectively you
consulted in doing your research. 

• Your final report must clearly present the pros and
cons of each option (humans vs. robotic probes)
for a Mars mission, followed by your group’s final
conclusion about which option is the more
reasonable and why.

• As a group, you must demonstrate that you worked
cooperatively in researching the topic and reaching
consensus on your final conclusion.
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381Space exploration improves our knowledge and gives us beneficial technologies, but its hazards and costs are significant.

Procedure

1. Working in a small group, decide how you will
approach the research assignment. You may opt to
have each person in the group do research on all the
aspects of the issue. Alternatively, you may opt to
assign each individual a different aspect to research. 

2. Individually, do your research using at least eight
different sources. Make notes about what you
found, and remember to record the details of each
source you used.

3. Gather as a group, and discuss your findings.
Explain to each other the preliminary conclusion you
have formed based on your research. Listen to each
other’s viewpoints and the research evidence.
Attempt as a group to reach consensus about your
conclusion as to which option is the more
reasonable one for future explorations of Mars:
continuing to use robotic systems or working to send
humans there. Reaching consensus may be a
difficult task. Be prepared to sort out differences in
a fair and respectful way.

4. Write a group report. First, develop a report outline
that all members of the group agree on. Then, have
each person in the group pick a section of the report
to write. Read each other’s sections, and offer

constructive comment. Make sure the report’s
overall conclusion is clearly stated and that all the
findings presented in the report clearly support that
conclusion. 

5. Make a short presentation before the class, stating
your conclusion and summarizing the key reasons
for that conclusion.

Assessing Your Work

6. In a class discussion, share your thoughts on the
following.

(a) How did your research influence your opinions
on each question?

(b) How effective was the group decision-making
process? How were disagreements resolved?

(c) Did any of the other groups reach a different
conclusion from the one your group did? If so,
did hearing their arguments in support of their
conclusion influence you to change your
thinking? Explain your answer.

Weighing the pros and cons of sending humans rather than robots to Mars requires asking difficult questions, 
including those of an ethical and economic nature. 
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UNIT C Review

Key Terms Review

1. Create a concept map to organize all the
terms in the list below. 

Key Concept Review

Scientific evidence suggests that the
universe began expanding from a single
point about 13.7 billion years ago.

2. Why does a star shine? 

3. Explain what an astronomical unit is. 

4. Explain what a light-year is. 

5. List four different types of galaxies, and
sketch the general shape of each one. 

6. Sketch the Milky Way galaxy as viewed
from the side. Label the distance across the
galaxy at its widest point and the distance
through the galactic bulge. Give both
distances in light-years. 

7. What is thought to make up more than 90
percent of the mass of the universe? 

8. Give two pieces of evidence that support
the Big Bang theory of the formation of the
universe. 

The solar system formed 5 billion years
ago, in the same way other star-and-
planet systems in the universe formed.

9. Where are stars “born”? 

10. Sketch the three main stages in a star’s
formation. 

11. Explain what has to happen inside a high-
mass star to cause it to turn into a
supernova. 

12. What property is a neutron star noted for?

13. The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram plots
stars according to what three stellar
properties? 

14. Name two ways that the Sun’s energy
interacts with Earth’s atmosphere. 

15. Why is the temperature of sunspots lower
than that of the rest of the photosphere?

16. What causes the aurora borealis? 

17. Describe the theory of how the solar system
formed. 

18. (a) Name the astronomical phenomenon
shown in the image below. 

(b) Explain what causes it to happen. k

k

k
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• artificial satellite
• astronomical unit 
• Big Bang theory
• celestial objects
• galaxy
• light-year 
• nebula 
• nuclear fusion
• planet 
• protostar

• revolution
• rotation
• solar system
• solstice (summer,

winter) 
• spectral shifting
• spinoff
• star
• supernova

Question 18
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19. Explain why the Sun always appears to rise
in the east and set in the west. 

20. Is it the rotation or the revolution of Earth
that is part of the cause of the seasons?
Explain. 

21. In a sketch, show how Earth, the Moon,
and the Sun are aligned during: 

(a) a full moon 

(b) a new moon 

Space exploration improves our
knowledge and gives us beneficial
technologies, but its costs and hazards
are significant.

22. Give three reasons that early people had for
studying space. 

23. Explain the significance of the following in
terms of hours of day and night. 

(a) summer solstice

(b) winter solstice

(c) equinox

24. Define retrograde motion. 

25. Does Mars or Saturn have the greater
orbital radius than the other? Explain your
answer. 

26. The telescope used by the 17th century
astronomer Galileo had little more power 
of magnification than many binoculars 
do today. Still,
what was 
Galileo able to
observe for the
first time that
had not been
clearly observed
before? 

27. What is the shape of the planets’ orbits in
the solar system? 

28. Explain the main way that a refracting
telescope differs from a reflecting 
telescope. 

29. What kind of optical telescope is the
Hubble Space Telescope? 

30. Name the four main types of spacecraft
currently in use. 

31. Describe how the Global Positioning
System works. 

32. (a) What is the gravitational condition
shown in the image below? 

(b) Define that condition. 

(c) Describe four ways that this
gravitational condition affects the
human body. 

33. What physical hazards put a spacecraft at
risk? k

k
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Question 34

Question 26
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UNIT C Review

Connect Your Understanding

34. Describe what we would see from Earth if
the Sun were part of a binary star system. 

35. The image below shows galaxy NGC 4256.
It has a supernova occurring inside it, not
quite visible in the image here.
Astronomers calculate that this exploding
star lies 55 million ly from Earth. Even
though the image was taken in 1994, how
many years ago did the star actually
explode? 

36. Explain why astronomers think that the
farthest galaxies we can see may also be the
oldest in the universe. 

37. Write out your full address in the universe,
starting from the street name and ending
with the Local Supercluster. 

38. Describe the relationship between
luminosity and temperature for each of the
following types of stars. Consult the
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram in Figure 8.11
on page 301 for guidance. 

(a) supergiants

(b) red giants

(c) white dwarfs

39. Describe the life cycle of: 

(a) a low mass star 

(b) a medium mass star 

40. What kind of technologies on Earth can a
coronal mass ejection affect? 

41. Explain the role played by the solar wind in
the formation of the solar system. 

42. If all of the asteroid belt’s material were
combined, it could make a planet about the
size of rocky Mercury. However, there is
one main reason that such a development
will never occur. With reference to the
diagram below, suggest what that reason
is.

43. Although Jupiter is a gas planet, the
pressure at its centre is not enough to start
nuclear reactions. Explain what might have
been different about Jupiter had it been a
little larger and the pressure in its core
greater. 

44. The light we see from the planets in the
solar system is only light reflected from the
Sun. If so, then why do the planets appear
so much brighter than most of the stars we
can see in the night sky? 

45. Why is the length of a year on Earth not the
same length as a year on all the planets in
the solar system? t

t
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Jupiter

Mars

Earth

Sun

asteroid belt

Question 42
Question 35
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46. Name three astronomical phenomena
observable from Earth for which early
peoples would not have understood the
scientific cause. 

47. The largest refracting telescope ever built
and still in use has a large glass lens almost
exactly 1 m in diameter (see image below).
Suggest why larger refracting telescopes
have not been built. 

48. List the following terms in the order they
occur during a year, starting from January. 

(a) autumnal equinox

(b) summer solstice

(c) winter solstice

(d) vernal equinox

49. Explain why the following statement is not
correct: Until humans invented the
telescope about 500 years ago, they had no
tools or other means of studying celestial
motion or celestial objects. 

50. (a) Optical telescopes collect visible light.
What does a radio telescope detect and
collect? 

(b) What piece of evidence in support of the
Big Bang theory did radio telescopes
detect? 

51. Suppose you are a pilot flying a commercial
aircraft. What useful information would
you be able to obtain from your onboard
GPS device? 

52. This image shows a firefighter wearing a
fire-resistant suit and compact breathing
apparatus, both spinoffs from space
research. Explain why these technologies
were originally developed. t

a
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Question 47. Yerkes Observatory, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Question 52
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UNIT C Review

53. Many countries now have their own space
agency and are sending astronauts into
space. One example is China, as shown in
the image below. As more countries look to
space and its resources as a new frontier,
what issues arise? 

Skills Practice

54. Write the following numbers in scientific
notation. 

(a) the distance from star A to star B:
90 000 000 000 000 km

(b) the average distance from Earth to the
Sun: 150 000 000 000 m

(c) the distance from one side of galaxy A
to the other: 24 800 000 ly 

55. Use the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram in
Figure 8.11 on page 301 to answer the
following questions. 

(a) What colour is each of the following
stars? 

(i) Rigel

(ii) the Sun

(iii) Aldebaran

(b) How many times brighter than the Sun
is Betelgeuse?

(c) What is the surface temperature of
Procyon A?

(d) Which stars have a higher surface
temperature: yellow or red?

(e) Red stars normally have low luminosity.
Explain how a red star such as
Betelgeuse can be one of the brightest
stars in the sky.

56. How would you use the image below to
help someone locate Polaris, the North
Star? a

a

a

t
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Question 56

Question 53 Astronaut Zhai Zhigang making China’s first
spacewalk. He was launched into space in 2008 on a
Chinese-built rocket and spacecraft.
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Revisit the Big Ideas and Fundamental
Concepts

57. Describe how Edwin Hubble’s findings
about the motion of galaxies helped support
the Big Bang theory of the formation and
evolution of the universe. 

58. The solar system has an average-sized star,
the Sun, around which eight planets and
many other celestial objects orbit. How does
the discovery of other star-and-planet
systems in the universe help support the
theory of how the solar system formed? 

59. Both the Sun and the Moon affect Earth.
Identify which of the two has the greater
influence on our planet, and provide the
reasons that support your answer. 

60. Why is it important for society to consider
and assess the range of benefits, costs, and
hazards related to space research before
making decisions to continue with space
exploration? 

Science, Technology, Society,
and the Environment

61. Development of the Canadarm and
Canadarm2 is one way that Canada has
supported international efforts to explore
and learn about space. Such undertakings
require extensive co-operation and team
work at the national level. The robotic
Canadarm technology was developed by a
private Canadian aerospace company, with
the financial support of the federal
government. Other partnerships in Canada
between government, research institutes,
universities, and industry continue to help
advance space technologies, research, and
exploration.

(a) Why do you think it is advantageous for
Canada to contribute space technologies
to international projects rather than to
pursue space exploration by itself? 

(b) Can scientific knowledge and
technologies related to the study of
space develop and advance without the
sharing of knowledge? 

(c) Suggest an instance when not sharing
scientific knowledge gained from
research might be a better decision than
sharing it. Explain your answer. 

Reflection
62. (a) Has your opinion about the value of

space research and exploration changed
since you began this unit? Explain your
answer. 

(b) This unit describes or refers to many
different career areas in the field of
space research and exploration. Have
any of the areas you read about inspired
you to find out more about what the
work might involve? If so, ask your
teacher for assistance in learning more

c

t

t

t

t

t

t

k
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no shift

spectral lines

star is stationary

blue shift

red shift

star is approaching

star is moving away

Question 57

STSE
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